2015 BLOCK BLITZ
BLOCK BLITZ 2015

HOME HEADQUARTERS
SYRACUSE & CENTRAL NY
BLOCK BLITZ 2015 HIGHLIGHTS

MADE EXTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS TO 43 HOMES IN THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK NEIGHBORHOOD ON THE CITY OF SYRACUSE’S NORTH SIDE.

RECRUITED 250 VOLUNTEERS FROM LOCAL BUSINESSES, COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS, SCHOOLS AND FUNDERS.

RAISED APPROXIMATELY $60,000 THROUGH CORPORATE SPONSORSHIPS, GRANT AWARDS, AND INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS.
PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS
531-33 LEMOYNE AVE

BEFORE

AFTER

COMPLETED WORK

PAINTED FRONT FACADE
REMOVED WEEDS FROM PROPERTY
PAINTED DOORS & FOUNDATION
INSTALLED NEW MAILBOXES
PLANTED FLOWERS IN POTS
SEALED DRIVEWAY

HOME HEADQUARTERS
SYRACUSE & CENTRAL NY
PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS
507-09 LEMOYNE AVE

BEFORE

AFTER

COMPLETED WORK

STAINED FOUNDATION & DECKING
REMOVED WEEDS AND BRUSH
PLANTED FLOWERS
SEALED DRIVEWAY

HOME HEADQUARTERS
SYRACUSE & CENTRAL NY
Property Improvements
136-38 Washington Square

Completed Work

- Painted front wall of house
- Painted doors
- Painted steps & porches
- Sealed driveway
- Landscaped

Before

After
PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS
411 LEMOYNE AVENUE

BEFORE

AFTER

COMPLETED WORK

PAINTED FOUNDATION
LANDSCAPED AND PLANTED FLOWERS
SEALED DRIVEWAY
PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS
140 WASHINGTON SQUARE

BEFORE

AFTER

COMPLETED WORK

PAINTED FOUNDATION
PAINTED PORCH AND STAIRS
PAINTED RAILINGS
PLANTED AND HUNG FLOWER BASKETS
INSTALLED MAILBOXES
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!!

COMMUNITY BUILDER SPONSORS

FIRST NIAGARA • M&T Bank • Bank of America

Homes and Community Renewal • Syracuse University • Lend Lease

TOOL BOX SPONSORS

84 LUMBER • BERKSHIRE BANK • BROWN CARBONIC • CHRISTOPHER COMMUNITY • EMPIRE CONSTRUCTION • FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK NEW YORK • GEDDES FEDERAL SAVINGS • GREATER SYRACUSE ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS • HAWLEY MARKET • HOFMANN'S SAUSAGE COMPANY LLC • LEADSAFE • LOWES • NAIFA - SYRACUSE • NATIONAL GRID • PATHFINDER BANK • PAYCHEX • PEPPINO'S • SANTANGELO'S • SOLVAY BANK • THE ALLYN FOUNDATION • THE GIFFORD FOUNDATION • THE MARRONE LAW FIRM • TOPS MARKETS